CONFLICT WITH ROYALTY
spite of all prohibitions, would only attend the services and receive
the sacraments administered by priests who had remained in
communion with Rome.
jthe revolution in conflict with
ROYALTY
From 1791 onward, the conflict provoked by the Civil Constitu-
tion of the Clergy raised up a new class of opponent to the Revolu-
tion, far more numerous than the 'aristocrats' of 1789. The
division of the clergy into two irreconcilably hostile Churches split
the whole population into two opposing parties. In general the
constitutional priests were supported, or at least accepted, by
almost all the towns and country districts in the regions of the
east and south; while the population remained attached to
the refractory priests in those regions where piety was strongest5
in the north, the west, Alsace, and the mountains - roughly
speaking, the regions which have continued to form the strength
of the conservative party.
Louis XVI had not dared to refuse his sanction to the Civil
Constitution, but he could not resign himself to a schism which was
opposed to his sentiments as a sincere Catholic. In order to escape
from the Assembly and the people of Paris, he fled secretly with
the object of joining the army on the eastern frontier. The flight
of the king, who was stopped at Varennesa inspired an irreparable
distrust of him. Till that time there had been none but royalists
in France, but now republicans began to appear. There were even
some who called for the deposition of the king; but the Assembly
considered the monarchy indispensable to the maintenance of
order, and dissolved after promulgating the Constitution of 1791,
which maintained the monarchy. As a demonstration of its
disinterestedness, it resolved that none of its members should be
re-elected.
The Legislative Assembly which took its place was therefore
composed of fresh representatives, almost ail of them prominent
bourgeois and members of the elected administrative bodies, a
large majority of whom were partisans of the monarchy. Their
leaders were in touch with the court and gave advice to, the king;
but they were weakened by mutual rivalries and by distrust of
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